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a b s t r a c t . Olio of tho inothods of dotoimining the Fierz toim m Camow-Teller- 
transitions is by inoans of pro(*iso dc'tonninations of ratio. With this in mind the
amount of positron oinission in tho doc*ay of (\) 58 lias btn^ n nieasurod using ooincidonoe scinti­
llation methods. The measured value is 0. If)I i 0.005. Tliis l(‘ads to a /C/ZPl' ratio of Z).08J 
0.17 to the 0.810 MeV level in Fe^ '^ . On tlie assu*jn]Hion the., the beta transition is pure 
(Jamow-Tellor, thi^  Fierz term is computed to be -0.004 1 0.014.
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a. The interaction in beta decay
The eentml problem in tho theory of beta-cle(^ay has been the determina­
tion of the nature of the interaction responsilile for tliis decay. In general the 
interaction can be a linear combiiiation of five tyjies, namely, scalar (S), vector, 
(V). tensor (T), axial vector (A) and pseiidosctalar (P), all satisfying the require­
ment of rcdativistic invan’ance. Beta-Decay can be classified as allowed or 
forbidden depending on the cliange in angular momenta and parities of the nuclear 
states involved. The selection rules permit a further distinction between transi­
tions as Fermi or Oamow-Teller. The selection rules are :
68
Allowe(i
First forbidden
and so on.
AJ =  0 Fermi
No
At/ — 0, d :l Gamow-Teller
Ino 0 —0
AJ ^  0, iLl» iL2 Gamow-Teller 
Yes
0, iLl Fermi
The Fermi transitions involve only the interactions S and F, and the inter­
actions A and T characterize Gamow-Teller irpmsitions. A transition allowed
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by both types of selectipn rules should therefore involve S, V, A, T and perhaps
P. There is strong evidence that the P  interaction is unimportant. The fact 
that transitions obeying both kinds of selection rules are observed indicates that 
the beta-interaction is an admixture of both Fermi and Gamow-Teller types. 
It remains to determine the ratio of these interaction strengths. A study of the 
angular correlation between the electron and the nciutrino in an allowed j)ure 
transition can be used to distinguish which of the interacjtions S or F, or A or 
T is predominant. It is now established from,such experiments [Hermansfeldt. 
(1957, 1958), Alford (1954), Burman (1959)| that the Fermi interaction is mostly 
V and the Gamow-Teller interaction mostly A. The neutron dc(;ay (mixed 
transition) combined with the decay (pure Fermi transition) leads to the 
determination of the relative strengths of Fernli and Gamow-Teller intera(?tions. 
The recent Russian measurement (Sosnovski, 1959) o f 11.74^0.4, min. for the 
half life of neutron leads to (G ,^ /^6V)  ^ — 1.42rfe0.08.
Considei’ing only pure transitions, Fermi or Gamow-Teller one can expect 
interference between the two tvF>es S and F. or A anrl T. The possible existem^e 
of such terms was first pointed out by Fierz (1937) and hence these terms are 
called Fierz interference terms. It is the principal objecrtive of the pres(*nt work 
to make an estimate of this effeid in Gamow-Teller transitions. Such interference 
is possible in the electron-neutrino angular correlation expression, hut because 
of the difficulties invudved in such experiments these terms are often neglected. 
Interference between A and F in a mixed transition <*an also occur, but we will 
not concern ourselves with this here, nor will we treat forbidden transitions.
b. Fierz interference
The general expression for the energy distribution of eh^ctrons (positrons) 
in an allowed transition can be wTitten as (Gerhart, 1958)
N(W)dW  -  [2n^r^pW (W ^-W m Z, W)C(\±2blW)dW
where  ^ =  1|11 H | 6'. | H  | f V I *^) +  ( I ^ +  I I )^1
d K^VIHKVI^)
and Ch -  =hy[ I Sir-Fe{k~H(\,ry^^ 1/^ 1 +
Here the +  sign refers to electron, and—to positron emission. The other symbols 
are explained as follows .
j)W(\\\y-~ W is the statistical weight factor which determines, in the absence 
of the coulomb field, the sharing o f energy between the electron and the neutiino.
P(Z, W) is the coulomb field factor which represents the effect of nuclear 
charge on the emitted electron
p is the momentum of the electron 
W is the energy of the electron in relativistic units 
Wq is the maximum energy of the electron or positron
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k -  /l/JA
where J 1 =  the scalar matrix element 
J' /y — the vector matrix element
k -  I only if tlio motion of the nucieons is non-rclativistic, since in this case
/y n  =  1.
Putting A — i we get
f K-VIH K V I * ) I A r ^
■+(Kxl= ‘ -l K ' r I M
is called the Fhm/  interference term. Here y — —(aZ)- ~  J represents the
screening effect due to the atomic electrons.
C-i S, Vy A, T ^  is the coupling constant for parity conserving interaction
f't' — S, V .A ,T  — is the cmi|)ling constant for parity non-conserving 
interaction.
The complex conjugation on the coupling constants represents the possibility 
of time n*versal non-invariance in the beta-decay process.
An immediate (consequence' o f h 0 is that tlu' spectral shape of an allowed 
transition will deviate from the statistical shape because of the inverse depen­
dence on W through h. One way of seeing this deviation experimentally is to 
])lot the form facd-or
N{W)jF(Z, W )p W{Wq~W)^ as a function of W, From this kind of ana- 
Ij^ sis the limits set on fcr/y are —0.09 <  <  0.20. Because of the weak depen­
dence on W su(‘h dewiations arc rather hard to detect. Further the analysis has 
so far been generally restricted to Gamow-Teller transitions only. Recently, 
Daniel (1958) has a])plied this method to estimate the Fierz term in the decay of 
^13 (iy2“ —1/2 ). He obtained =  0.14 using the ft value to evaluate the 
Fermi part of the matrix eleimmt.
Integrating expression (1) over the allowed spectrum, we obtain
(2) 27t3(//"1) In 2 =  W-^> (2)
11^0
where/ =  J F(Z, W)pW(W^~W)HW  is the so-called Fermi function and 
1
Wo
J F(Z, W)p[W^^ W)HW =  <  is the expectation value o f over the 
1
allowed spectrum.
Thus a consequence of 6 0 is that the ft values will depend on W-K From
a plot of 2;r® [/iJ 111 i n  2 vs 2y' J l  which should give a straight
line provided k ~  I and the luatrix elements remain the same Gerhart (195 )^ 
finds from an analysis of data for 0 0, No (Fermi) transitions -Qi* AP® and 
that
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the chief uncertainty being due to the assum})tioi> regarding k. (Rec'ently Altman 
and MacDonald (1958) have considered th(‘ eflfcct of coulomb and relativistic 
corrections to the evaluation of the Fiorz term and conclude that th(‘ corrections 
arc within experimental uncertainties.) The matrix eleimmls were evaluated by 
Gerhart on the basis of charge independence of nuclear forces.
Another fruitful approach f(3r the evaluation of b has bi'cn the method of 
iC-capt\ire to positron branching ratios first exploited by Sherr ami Miller (1954). 
In the following section we will describe tli(‘ information that, can be derived from 
a study of Klji  ^ ratios and in })articular about the Fierz term, 
c. K 'C apture positron hrant'hiuq ratios
The study of tlie shap(\s of Ixita-spectra together with tin* ft values and ih*'- 
shell model (to determine parities) has been very useful in (classifying transitions 
as to the ordei* of forbiddenness. Wlien, however, between two niich'ar stat(‘s 
enough energy is available both for yv-ca])tiire and positron (nuission, a useful 
quantity that, can be measured is the /v-capture positn^n branching ratio. In 
fact, it was one of the early triumphs of tlie Fermi theory of b(^ ta-d('cay tliat the 
Al-capture mode of dec-ay was observed as predicted. A measurement of the Kj/C 
ratio (jan be used to find tlie energy difference betwoc^ ii two nuclear staters if it 
is known otherwise that the transition is allowc^ d. H<»wever, H is observe^ d 
(Zweifel, 1957) that all allowed sliaped transitions (most tirst-forbiddeu transi­
tions) have allowod branching ratios also. Thus it is not possible to determine 
whether an allowed shape transition is indeed allowed, without a knowledge of 
the parity change. However, the A"//  ^ ratio does show a detectable change for 
unique first forbidden and higher transitions intensilied with iiici-casing order of 
forbiddenness (Brysk, 195K). Tiiese latter transitions can probably be much 
more easily identified on the basis of the shape of the positron spectrum and 
life-time. In siu jI i  eases K jfi^  ratios can only serve as an additional check on 
the assignment. However, the chief virttie (3f measurement of Kj/i^  ratio for 
supposedly pure transitionsis that it lends itself to the estimation of small-order 
effects in beta-decay such as the Fierz tenn. ( )^nsider a pure transition, say, 
a Gamow-Teller transition. Then for this transition tlu‘ jn-obabilitv for i)ositron 
emission is
- 127r®
irn
J F[Z, W)pW{W„~Wn(l-2hlW)dW
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where the varius quantities have already been defined. (Note that the terms 
involving and Cy are set equal to zero.)
The probability for A' -^capture to the same state can be written as
I 1(1+ 26)
where gi?(R) —■ j j  is the Dirac radial function,
total energy available fur the transition in units,
So that the ratio of /v-capture to positron emission becomes
(l/47T2)(iro4 WV)“7a‘“(«)^ *(1 +2/.)
ir,,
(1/27t3) J F{Z, W)pW(W^-W)HW^(l-2blW\
R (1)
If the Fierz interference term were zero, then putting 6 == U, wo get
(l/47r2)(lf„+WWifc(i^)
TFo
---- Rn
\l2n^  f F{Z, W )pW (W ^-W fdW  
1
. .  (2)
Dividing Eq. (2) by (1), we obtain
RIRq —  ^ !^rr ,  ^ whorc <  has already been defined.
'  [1 -
b — 1
2[l+RIR^<W-^>\
Thus a measurement of R can be used to evaluate Ik It should be noted that 
the matrix elements cancel out in the ratio.
Before comparing the theoretical ratio with the obsewed value, correcjtion
for the finite size of the nucleus and screening of the positron and the bound 
A^-electron have to be made. Further, if the measured quantity is the total elec­
tron-capture, then correction for capture from higher shells has to be made to obtain 
the iC-capture alone.
For allowed transitions the finite size correction has been shown to be negli­
gible (Zweifel, 1957). The screening correction, on the other hand, is not insigni-
ficant. Recently Perlman, Welker and Wolfisberg (1958) have evaluated the 
effect o f screening on the positron wave function and have given in graphical 
form the ratio of screened to unscreened values. For most Z values of interest 
the screening on the iT-electron is taken into account by putting Z^ ffurtive “  Zk 
—0.3. Zweifel (1957) has evaluated the deviation of the actual Z,ff from this 
Slater screening. Regarding correction for capture from higher shells, only 
iy-capture is important for most cases of interest. (At high Z, ilf-capture also 
becomes important.) Correction for L-captur# is obtained by using J j j K  ratios 
given in graphical form by Rose and Jackso^ (1949).
We have applied the ratio techni(|ue for the decays of Co'”
and Na 2^ q^\\ Camow-Teller emitters, to cfctain the Fierz interference term.
The results on Ga*” have been reported (Ramaajiu'amy, 1959a) briefly at the (Cam­
bridge meeting of the Aitlorican Physical Sjbeiety,* and publishc»d elsewluM-e 
(Ram as warn y, 1959b).
I N  T  R  O D  XT 0  T  I  ()  N
72 day (Jo-58 rlecays by electrcm capture and positron emission t-o the 
0.810 MeV level in Fe-58 followed by a gamma-ray of this energy to the ground 
state. Besides, there is a weak electron-capture branch (2%) to the st‘cond excited 
state at l.t)3MeV. This level de-exc.ites itself predominantly by the emission ot 
a gamma ray of 0.820 MeV^  to the 0.810 MeV level and partly by the emission ot 
a gamma ray of 1.H3 MeV to the ground state of Fe-58. The dee,ay scheme as 
given by Frauenfelder et al. (1956) is reproduced in Fig. 4. The end-})oiiit of the 
positron spectrum is measured to be 0.472±0.006 MeV (King. 1954). No positron 
emisshm to the ground state of Fe-58 has been observed. The s]>in of 0.810 
MeV level is 2+ from systematics of even-even nuclei (Seharff-Goldhaber, 1953). 
The spin of the second excited state at 1.63 Mev has been assigned 2^  from angular 
correlation studies. This is consistent with the presen(;e of a cross-over gamma 
transition to the 0^  ground state. The decay of Co-58 to tlv' 2  ^ states in Fe-58 and 
the absence of transition to the 0+ ground state suggest a spin of 2 Mu* 3 ^ for 
Co-58. The spin has been directly measured to bo 2 by Dobrov and Jeflries (1957) 
by means of paramagnetic resonance experiments. The assignment of 2  ^ to Co-58 
makes the beta transition to the 0.810 MeV level allowd by both Gamow-Toller 
and Formi selection rules (^J -  0, No). However, recent nuerlear orientation 
experiments of Dagley et at. (1958) have shown that the anguar distribution of 
the 0.810 Mev gamma ray is consistent only with the beta transition being pure* 
Gamow-Teller, the amount of Fermi admixture being 0.005-t0.003. Thus the 
measurement of electron capture to positron branching ratio to the 0.810 MeV 
level becomes of obvious interest from the point of view of determining the Fierz 
term.
Good H ttl. (1946) and Cook and Tomnovoc (1956) have measured the ratio 
o f total electron capture to jmsitron emission in the decay of Co-,58 to be 5.94:02.
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When account is taken of the weak electron capture branching to the 1.63 MeV 
Jeve^ l, the ratio to the O.SIO MeV level becomes 5 .8 i0 .2 . This result was 
(jbtained by comparison of the intensities of the annihilation radiation and the 0.81 
MeV gamma ray. and by a knowledge of the eflSciencies. After the work to be 
described on Co-58 had been completefl and briefly published by the author 
(Ramaswamy. 1958), the work of Konijn et al. (1958) on the same subject has come 
to attention. By using beta-gamma coincidence technique these workers deter­
mined the ratio to be 5.67±9^4.
Neglecting the weak electron-capture branch ('—2%) to the 1,63 MeV level 
for the moment, the fraction of positrons in the decay of Co-58 can be expressed 
as /^  — /y/2co', where r is the singles counting rate for the 0.810 gamma ray, /? is 
the (joncidence rate between the O.SIO MeV gamma ray and the annihilation 
radiation, and cr is the efficiency for detecting the annihilation radiation. The 
value of,/V when corrected for the presence of the weak branch will give the desired 
ratio to the 0.810 MeV level.
E X P E R I M E N T A L
Through the courtesy of Dr. R. W. Hayward ol the National Bureau of 
Standards, (k)-58 source was made available for studies. Unfortunately this 
source (;ontained an appreciable Co-60 impurity. Co-58 was evaporated onto 
a 0.0003" mylar foil and sealed with cellophane. The sandwich was then squeezed 
between two Incite slabs each 1.3 mm thick and 1 cm square. The whole assembly 
was then sealed with black tape. Thus the positrons from Co-58 (0.470MeV) 
were completely stopped. The 0.810 MeV gamma ray was detected in a 2 
cube Nal(TI) crystal and the annihilation radiation was detected in a l j " x l "  
Nal(TI) crystal. Source to detector distance of I" to 1^" was used. A typical 
singles gamma spectrum measured in the 2" cube crystal is shown in Fig. 2. 
Besides the annihilation radiation and the 0.810 MeV gamma ray belonging to 
Co-58, gamma rays at 1.17 and 1.33 MeV arc also prominently seen. The 1.63 
MeV gamma ray of Co-58 is too weak to be seen, and no effort was made to observe 
it. In order to determine the number of counts in the 0.810 MeV photopeak, 
it is nec^essary to subtract the Compton background due to Co-60 gamma rays. 
In order to do this a pure Co-60 source was substituted and its spectrum was 
carefully normalized to that of Co-58, 60. The dotted curve in Fig. 2 shows 
the normalized spectrum. For the coincidence measurements a single channel 
analyzer was set on the photopeak of the annihilation radiation and the spectrum 
in coincidence was obtained by gating the 20-channel analyzer with the annihi- 
tion radiation. The coincidence spectrum thus obtained is shown in Fig. 3. It 
is observed that the coincident 0.810 MeV gamma ray is superposed on a rather 
high background due to Co-60. In order to estimate and subtract this background, 
a coincidence si>ectrum was taken by replacing Co-58 by Co-60 and the spectrum 
normalized to the Co-58 spectrum. The resulting background was thus subtracted.
CoSe
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Tn order to check on the reliability of this procedure, the 0.810 MeV gamma ray 
was measured in triple coincidence with the two anniliilation quanta. From this 
it was concluded that the background had been correctly estimated. The acci­
dentals were about 10 per cent of true coincidences in the doubles spectrum.
In order to determine a*, the efficiency for detecting annihilation radiation 
initially a calibrated Na'^ ‘^  source (accurate to 3%) was used. By measuring the 
area under the photopeak and knowing the source strength one could compute 
the efficiency. A more accurate efficiency determination was made as. follows: 
A source (a pure positron emitter of 10 minutes half life) was produced by 
bombarding a 2 mil polyethelene foil for 10 minutes with I MeV deuterons at the 
Johns Hopkips University Van de Graaff generatqr through the court<^y of O.N. 
Hask. After the bombardment the foil was cut into a tin^ piece approximating 
the dimensions of the Co-58 source and sandwiched between two freshly cleaved 
Nal(TI) crystals 1.2 mm thick and 1 cm square, and mountecl in the same geometry 
as the Co-58 spurce. The beta spectrum observed in “this system is shown in 
Fig, 4, The energy calibration of the counter was made after the source was 
dead by using external gamma ray sources o f Co®’  (0.123 MeV), Cs^ ®’  (0.661 
MeV) and (1.28 MeV). A Fermi plot of the spectrum is shown in Fig. 6. 
It has an <fend-point o f 1.16±0.06 MeV, in good agreement with the value of 
1.20 MeY (ScharfF-Goldhapper^ 1953). By following the decay o f the activity 
for 3 half- lives, it was concluded that no impurities were present. Under the 
conditions o f  the bombardment, no othfir iinpurities were likely to be formed.
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The beta-speeiniin was measured in eoineiden(!e with the annihilation radi­
ation photopeak which was detected by the same l| "x l"N a I counter whose 
efticiencv was to be determined. A portion of the beta spectrum is shown in 
Fig. b. The efficiency for dete(?ting the annihilation radiation is simply the ratio 
oi the beta-Hf)ectrum in coincidence and in singles when corrected for decay.
CH NO
Fig. e.
Further, since the crystal source was mounted on a light pipe, a correction for the 
absorption of the 0.611 MeV gamma ray has to be made. This is of the order 
o f 3.7 %. Since the positrons from Co®®(0.470MeV) and those from (1.2 MeV) 
have different ranges in Incite and Nal respectively used to annihilate them, one 
might think that a correction for solid angle has to be made. However, the range 
of 0.470 MeV positrons of Co®® in Incite is 1.4 mm and that of 1.2 MeV positrons 
of in Nal (Tl) is 1.16 mm. The actual thickness used to annihilate the posi­
trons were 1.3 and 1.2 mm respectively. A source to detector distance o f 26 mm 
was used. In view of these circumstances the solid angle correction is less than 
1%.
R E S U L T S
Table 1 lists the results obt^ned. The u n c o r r e c t e d i s  0.147 jiO.006. Refer- 
ing to the Co-68 decay scheme (Fig. 1), it is seen that 1J% of the 0.810 
MeV gamma rays arise from the 1.63 MeV level, and another 1^% arise from 
cascading to the ground state. The uneCrrected has therefore to be multiplied 
by 0.03 to get the corrected value o f/^ . In order to obtain the amount o f elec­
tron-capture to the 0.81Q MeV level, it should be noticed that 2% of the Co-5H 
transitions lead to the 1.63 MeV level. Hence e -r 0.98-0.151 ±0.005. Thus 
the ratio to the 0.810 MeV level is computed to be 5.49±0.18. The error 
introduced in the value of 2% for the branching is very small.
DI s (HT 8 s 1 () N
The 6'///+ ratio computed above has to be corrected for 8% />-(tapture 
to give (Gerhart, 1958) the value ratio. The value so obtained is 5.08±0.17. 
The theoretical value is 5.15±0.24 corresponding to maximum beta energy of 
0.472±0.006MeV. Thus our value is in excell^t agreement both with theory 
and with previous measurements. As before, t^e Fierz term is computed from 
the expression :
h — __
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For Oo-58 <  W~^> =  0.76 corresponding to Wq ^  1.924. 
b =  -0 .004  ±  0.014
TABLE I
Summary of results on Co***
(K or symbolH hoi  ^ tex t) 
c — 91.00 1.12 eps
/I -= 0.242 - f  0 .0 0 3  
a  ; (a) from
Sou rce stren gth  = A ^ ,“ UO. o f  p os itron s /m in  =  (3 . IfhLO. 10) x  
a no. o f  cts  in t he 0..51 I p h o to p o a k — 4 7 .0 J _ 0 .0  (;ps 
a -- a/iVo = (8.92 :h 0.33) X 1 
(b ) from  iST>3 
Ai5.0.5=r358.0-| fi.O epm 
A*/? — 23200 I 150 epm
a ^  I  - - (9 .0 2 _ L 0 .  18)X I0“ HNfi
J\  (uneoi*r(^ etod) P I'lccr “ 0. 147 0,005
/ ,  (corrected) - (0. 147 ± 0.005) 1 .03 0. 151 0.005
f -0 .980  -A  -0.829±0.005
e/|9t 0.829 ±0.005 0.151 ±0.005
L /A -0 .08  
K,lp  ^ -5 .08±0.17
■=^5.49±0.18
V O N C L IT 8 1 () N 8
The fraction of Co-58 decays by positron emission has been measured by 
coincidence methods using Nal crystals. The value is 0.151 ±0.005. This value 
leads to a ratio of 5.08±0.17 for the beta transition to the 0.810 MeV level
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The theoretical ratio is 5.16±0.24. The Fierz term is computed to be -0.004±0.014. 
It is rather striking that the theoretical value o f Kjfi*' ratio has a larger error than 
the measured value.
It follows then that the Fierz interference term is extremely small. Unfor­
tunately Co-58 is not the best case, since a small admixture to Fermi component 
in the beta transition may invalidate the conclusions reached so far. 
However, if it turns out, as is likely, that the Fermi component is zero, then 
it may be worth while to measure the end-point of the positron spectrum more 
ac(!urately. 'The smallness o f the Fierz term has been conclusively shown from 
Na** decay (7?amaswamy, 1959c)
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